
 

Intrinsically Safe Test Tools and Standards

North American rating

Division 1 Division 2

European ATEx

Zone 0 Zone 1 Zone 2

Gas Presence

≥1000 hours/year >10 hours,< 1000 
hours/year

> 1 hour,  
< 10 hours/year

Certification Fluke  
products

Main  
application

707Ex Loop 
Calibrator

Source and  
measure mA signals

All Gases

718Ex  
Pressure  
Calibrator

Calibrate pressure 
transmittters  
and switches

All Gases

725Ex  
Multifunction 
Calibrator

Calibrate  
almost any  
process device

Gases
(North American gas groups B,C,D)

(ATEx gas groups IIB)

87V-Ex  
Industrial Ex 
Multimeter

True-rms  
IEC-1010 CAT IV  
600 V rating

All Gases

Pressure
Enabled

How do you know if the 
combination of test tool and 

device under test is safe?

Visit www.fluke.com/ex 
and order a free intrinsically 

safe training CD

Application Note

Pressure switches are used in a

wide variety of monitoring and

control applications, such as

HVAC air provers, defrost sen-

sors, filte
r indicator applications,

oil/hydraulic filter alerts and

process break detectors.

A pressure switch is triggered

by changes in pressure within a

system, which can be measured

as pressure, vacuum, or differen-

tial between two pressure inputs.

In every case, the pressure switch

will employ a diaphragm, piston,

or other pressure-responsive

sensor coupled to a switch 

actuating mechanism.

In its most basic form, a pres-

sure switch can monitor air flow

in a heating system or control

gas pressure in a water heater,

acting as the watchdog in many

process monitoring applications. 

Accurate calibration of pres-

sure switches is a critical step in

ensuring process quality and the

safe operation of equipment. But

even the most savvy process

technician may not fully under-

stand the correct method of cali-

brating pressure switches.

Fortunately, the best tool for the

job is one many process techni-

cians already own: a document-

ing process calibrator, like the

Fluke 740 Series.

Documenting process calibra-

tors (DPCs) are multifunction

process tools that eliminate the

need for technicians to carry

multiple tools with them. “The

744 Documenting Process Cali-

brator has literally saved me a

zillion steps,” said Gene Guidry,

Chevron Chemical, U.S.A. “I was

carrying two, three, maybe even

four pieces of test equipment

plus my hand tools. Now I just

take the 744, which incorporates

calibration and HART communi-

cation capability in a single, fast

unit.” 

Calibrating a pressure switch

using a DPC can be conducted

manually or as an embedded 

task using DPC software. It also

requires certain pressure acces-

sories, including a pressure mod-

ule and hand pump. The steps

outlined below are specific to the

Fluke 740 Series, but the process

can be applied to virtually any

DPC.

Calibrating pressure

limit switches

The first st
ep in the process is to

set up the DPC. (Note: A number

of the terms in this article apply

to both temperature and pressure

limit switch calibration and

maintenance.)

The DPC test setup screens

prompt the user for the following

information:

• Setpoint: Main point at which

the switch is supposed to take

action.

• Setpoint type: Can be “high”

or “low.” This is th
e basic call

to action. “Low” means that

the action should happen

when the process variable (PV)

is below the setpoint. “High”

means that the action should

happen if the PV is above the

setpoint.

• Set state: State of the switch

(set or reset) at the time the

action takes place. 

• Tolerance: The allowable

deviation from the setpoint. 

• Deadband min: Minimum

value or size of the deadband.

• Deadband max: Maximum

value or size of the deadband.

(note: the deadband of a pres-

sure switch is the measured

difference in the applied pres-

sure when the switch is

changed from set to reset)

Calibrating pressure

switches with a DPC

• Trip function: This can be set

for continuity, V ac or V dc,

and refers to what is being

measured as the setpoint is

exercised by the simulated

process variable.

For example, suppose you

want to control the pressure in a

vessel set at 12 psi. You don’t

want the relief valve to be open-

ing and closing constantly, you

want it to open at 12 psi and

close again at approximately 

10 psi, (12 psi - 10 psi = an

approximate deadband of 2 psi).
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Application Note

Tracking down problems within

a process loop can be a difficult

challenge in the best of environ-

ments. Doing so in an area that

has the potential for explosion

takes the degree of difficulty to

another level – one where the

technician needs proper training

and equipment. This article will

demonstrate the practical applica-

tion of loop calibrators designed

to troubleshoot process loops in

intrinsically safe environments.

What is “intrinsically

safe?”

Intrinsic safety is a protection

standard employed in potentially

explosive atmospheres. Devices

certified as “intrinsically safe” 

are designed to be unable to

release sufficient energy, by

either thermal or electrical

means, to cause ignition of 

flammable material (gas, dust/

particulates).

Intrinsically safe standards

apply to all equipment that can

create one or more of a range of

defined potential explosion

sources:

• Electrical sparks

• Electrical arcs

• Flames

• Hot surfaces

• Static electricity

• Electromagnetic radiation

• Chemical reactions

• Mechanical impact

• Mechanical friction

• Compression ignition

• Acoustic energy

• Ionizing radiation

Intrinsic safety is particularly

important for technicians 

working in industries like petro-

chemical and pharmaceutical,

around bulk materials such as

grain, mining, or any environ-

ment where explosive gases are

present.
The importance of safety in

these environments can’t be

stressed enough. It takes a very

small amount of energy to cause

an ignition; e.g., a mixture of

hydrogen in air requires only 

2O uJ of energy. The proper

practices and tools will minimize

the inherent risk involved in

working around these hazards.

Intrinsically safe loop

calibration

To conduct loop calibrations in

potentially explosive environ-

ments, you need a loop calibrator

that is certified as intrinsically

safe. Intrinsically safe loop cali-

brators, such as the Fluke 707Ex,

must be certified in accordance

Troubleshooting process

loops in potentially

explosive atmospheres
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with the European ATEX (“Atmo-

sphères Explosibles,” French for

explosive atmospheres) directive

(Ex II 2 G Eex ia IIC T4) in Zones

1 and 2 for use in Europe and

NEC 500; N.I. Class 1, Division 2

areas Group A-D for use in the

U.S.
In addition to an intrinsically

safe loop calibrator, strict adher-

ence to calibration procedures is

recommended, including:

Lock out: Make sure the system

is shut down and other workers

are notified that a potentially

dangerous operation will be tak-

ing place.

Tape off area: Tape the work

area off to prevent workers from

entering with potentially danger-

ous electrical devices (cell

phones, handheld computers,

non-intrinsically safe tools).

Purge or vent the systems:

Safely purge or vent the system

to remove any gases that may

remain.

Use a gas detector: In an envi-

ronment where explosive gas

may be present, the use of a gas

detector is a prudent step before

starting a loop calibration. Gas

“sniffers” are available for a wide

variety of applications and from

handheld to larger, carted models.

Calibrate: Perform your calibra-

tion using an intrinsically safe

loop calibrator.

Clean up and reactivate: At the

conclusion of calibration, reverse

the process and reactivate the

system.

Loop calibration

The 707Ex Loop Calibrator has

the ability to replace the power

source in a current loop so you

can power and read a transmitter

at the same time without carry-

ing a digital multimeter (DMM).

Petrochemical manufacturing can be a tough and unforgiving environment. Whether you’re ensuring 
regulatory compliance, performing preventative maintenance, or testing equipment, you need high-
quality, cost-effective products that don’t sacrifice safety or uptime.

With Process Calibration solutions from Fluke and Fluke Calibration for electrical, multifunction, mA 
loop, temperature, pressure and flow applications, you can find the right tools for the challenges you 
face every day.

Petrochemical industry  
calibration solutions

Recommended petrochemical solutions More recommended petrochemical solutions

Multifunction  
Calibrators

Best suited for:
• Troubleshooting and 

calibrating current loop 
applications using the 
functionality of a loop 
calibrator and digital mul-
timeter built into one tool

• Accurate temperature 
measurement

• Calibration and  
maintenance of process 
instrumentation and  
control systems

• Sourcing, measuring and 
documenting virtually any 
process variable

Petrochemical 
applications:
Measure, source, and simu-
late dc loop current
Regulating quality or custody 
transfer processes

Pressure and temperature 
transmitter calibration;  
calibration and configuration 
of HART devices; document-
ing field calibrations for 
recall and upload.

Pressure  
calibrators

Best suited for:
• Pressure calibration of 

transmitters, gauges and 
switches

• Testing of downhole 
pressure measurement 
tools

• Maintenance of almost 
any pressure device using 
pressure sourcing and 
milliamp measurements

• Calibrating P/I 
instruments with 
simultaneous pressure 
and current measurement

Petrochemical 
applications: 
Pressure measurements us-
ing internal sensor; measure 
mA while sourcing. Precise 
manual or automatic  
pressure control.

Support of remote drilling 
and exploration operations.

Temperature  
calibrators

Best suited for:
• Troubleshooting and 

calibrating temperature

• Testing temperature 
sensors and transmitters

• Measuring and sourc-
ing thermocouples and 
RTD’s, plus volts and 
ohms

Petrochemical 
applications:
Measure thermocouples, 
ohms, and volts to test 
sensors and transmitters 
by sourcing/simulating 
thermocouples, RTDs, volts 
and ohms; executing re-
mote tests with auto step 
and auto ramp; powering 
transmitters during test 
using loop power supply 
with simultaneous mA 
measurement; calibrating 
linear TC transmitter; cali-
brating thermal imagers 
and infrared thermometers

mA Process  
clamp meters

Best suited for:
• Measuring 4 to 20 mA 

signals without  
breaking the loop

• Sourcing, simulating 
and measuring mA

• Sourcing, measuring DC 
voltage

Petrochemical 
applications:
mA sourcing, simulation 
and measurement;  
loop calibration,  
maintenance and repair

Gas flow  
calibrators

Best suited for:
• Calibration of mass flow 

controllers and meters

• Calibration of rotameters

Petrochemical  
applications:
Pilot plant process  
development and support

For more information
Find useful application notes, 
case studies, and posters for 
the petrochemical industry at 
www.fluke.com/petrochem.

  

 
HART smart instrument calibrators

Best suited for:
• Documenting the performance of critical  

HART smart instruments
• Trimming the Sensor of a HART smart temperature  

or pressure transmitter
• Trim the mA output of a HART smart device
• Re-range the LRV and URV of a HART smart device
• View configured HART variables
• Set transmitter mA output to a fixed value
• Log mA measurements over time
• Simultaneously Log mA signals, PV, SV, TC and  

QV over time
• Set tag number and configure temperature sensor

Petrochemical applications:
Tools that are specifically enabled to test troubleshoot and 
calibrate HART smart transmitters. Use the model Fluke 
754 to document HART instrument calibration performance 
for upload to a CMS (Calibration Management Software) 
system like Fluke DPCTRACK2 or others software pack-
ages. With the 709H you can perform all the loop trouble-
shooting and testing needed to optimize the performance 
of a HART smart device. With the 754 you can do this as 
well as source or simulate almost any transmitter input 
signals to test the entire transmitter.

Precision thermom-
eters and probes

Best suited for:
• Contact temperature 

measurement in fluids
• Contact temperature 

measurement in thermo-
wells and test wells for 
in situ comparisons with 
controllers, displays,  
and gauges.

• Use as an external 
reference thermometer 
to improve calibration 
accuracy

• Logging temperatures

Petrochemical  
applications:
Provides a more accurate 
reference temperature for 
checking and calibrating 
temperature measurement 
equipment. Use to detect  
errors in other instruments 
to simply to determine tem-
perature precisely. Intrinsi-
cally safe models such as 
the 1551 Ex may be used  
in potentially explosive 
atmospheres.

Deadweight  
testers and  
pressure controller 
calibrators 

Best suited for:
• Calibration of pressure 

transmitters, gauges  
and switches

• Maintenance of  
almost any pressure 
device using pressure 
sourcing and milliamp 
measurements

• Calibrating P/I instru-
ments with simultaneous 
pressure and current 
measurement

Petrochemical  
applications:
Pressure measurements 
using internal sensor; 
measure mA while  
sourcing. Precise manual 
or automatic pressure 
control. Ensuring safety 
of pressure containment 
vessels.
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Baths and  
dry-wells

Best suited for:
• Calibration of dial 

thermometers
• Calibration of RTDs and 

thermocouples
• RTD and thermocouple 

calibration check
• Temperature controller 

loop calibration
• Temperature transmitter 

and sensor combined 
calibration

• Temperature switch test

Petrochemical 
applications:
Provides a stable reference 
temperature for comparing  
temperature measuring 
equipment against a  
standard of higher accuracy 
to detect and correct errors 
in the device being tested.
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Diagram is not intended to be an exact representation. Diagram components are 
not to scale and are for illustration purposes only.

















 















Multi-function and loop tools Temperature calibration tools Pressure calibration tools Electrical 
calibration Software

mA loop calibrators Multifunction calibrators Baths and dry-wells Infrared thermometer 
calibrator

Precision thermometers and 
probes

Handheld pressure  
calibrators

Pressure gauges and  
comparison test pumps Deadweight testers Bench pressure  

controller/calibrator
Precision  

multimeter
Software  
solutions

709H  
Precision  

HART Loop  
Calibrator 

715  
Volt/mA  

Calibrator

707 
Loop  

Calibrator 

726  
Precision 

multifunction 
calibrator

754  
Documenting 

Process  
Calibrator-

HART

789  
ProcessMeter™  
with 250 Ohm  
HART resistor

7526A  
Precision  
Process  

Calibrator

7102  
Micro-Bath 

Thermometer 
Calibrators

914X  
Field  

Metrology Wells 
(temp and  
mA Loop)

418X  
Precision Infrared  
Calibrators (temp)

1523/1524 
Handheld 

Thermometer 
Readout  
(temp)

1551A Ex 
and 1552A 
Ex “Stik” 

Thermometer 
Readout

700P  
Differential 

Pressure Mod-
ules

719  
Portable  
Electric  
Pressure  

Calibrator

700G  
Precision  

Pressure Gauge  
Calibrator

P5515  
Comparison  
Test Pumps

P3100  
Hydraulic  

Deadweight  
Testers

E-DWT-H  
Electronic  

Deadweight  
Tester

PPC4E Pressure  
Controller/ 
Calibrator

8845A/8846A  
6.5 Digit  
Precision  

Multimeters

750 SW  
DPC/TRACK2  

Software

Engineer  

Focus: process design and improvement 
What issues do you face?
• Specifying equipment to meet regulations and requirements
• Preventing downtime

Fluke solutions:

Industrial calibration technician  

Focus: calibrating measurement devices 
What issues do you face?
• Making accurate measurements
• Documenting procedures
• Increasing throughput

Fluke solutions:

Fluke  
petrochemical 

solutions
Learn how Fluke solutions can  

save you time and money while  
increasing your productivity at  

www.fluke.com/petrochem.
Based on you. Built by Fluke. 

Regulatory/  
Safety officer

Focus: testing, maintenance and 
repair of equipment and systems 
What issues do you face?
• Downtime prevention
• Safety systems testing
• Troubleshooting process interruption with 

immediate response and repair
Fluke solutions:

 Multifunction Tools

 Pressure calibrators

 Flow calibrators

 Temperature calibrators

Instrument Technician

Focus:  Testing, maintenance and 
repair of equipment and systems 
What issues do you face?
• Downtime prevention
• Safety systems testing
• Troubleshooting process interruption with 

immediate response and repair

Fluke solutions:
 Multifunction Tools

 HART smart instrument calibrators

 Pressure calibrators

 Flow calibrators

 Temperature calibrators

 Baths and dry-wells

Quality manager  

Focus: maintaining and documenting product quality 
What issues do you face?
• Complying with quality regulations
• Maintaining documentation of processes

Fluke solutions:
 Temperature calibrators
 Pressure calibrators
 Flow calibrators

 Multifunction calibration tools
 Baths and dry-wells

 Temperature calibrators
 Pressure calibrators
 Flow calibrators

 Multifunction calibration tools
 Baths and dry-wells

 Temperature calibrators
 Pressure calibrators
 Flow calibrators

 Multifunction calibration tools
 Baths and dry-wells


